
Key Features

APPRAISAL AND REVALIDATION
MANAGEMENT

Upload supporting information to private
portfolio. Maintain PDPs. Use progress bar

to complete appraisals and reflection.

Manage meetings and progress. Review
evidence and input forms. Conduct
appraisals and create output forms.

Snapshot views and dynamic reporting.
Drill down to individual appraisals/

evidence for revalidation recommendations.

DYNAMIC APPRAISER
FUNCTIONALITY

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER
DASHBOARD

ORGANISATION WIDE
MANAGEMENT

Manage users, communications, uploads,
the appraisal process, revalidation

recommendations and education progress.

Inbuilt MSF, job planning module,
clinical/educational supervisor module,

and LMS with e-Learning modules.

Available across all devices. Securely
upload/reflect on CPD/evidence and

upload to a portfolio anytime, anywhere.

BEYOND STANDARD
FUNCTIONALITY

MOBILE
APP

PReP is a revalidation management system for
all doctors and Designated Bodies. It has been
specifically developed to support and manage
medical appraisal, simplifying the process of
revalidation for your key stakeholders.

The Product

PReP will facilitate the improvement and delivery of high-quality
patient care by enabling you to demonstrate on a regular basis
that ALL licensed doctors are fully trained, highly skilled, up-to-
date and fit to practice.

PReP supports doctors and appraisers completing the appraisal
process as well as the administrators and Responsible Officers
(RO) managing them. Each role has a custom dashboard based
on appraisal progress, with user friendly screens and intuitive
workflows throughout.

Accessible anytime and anywhere, PReP is a web-based, cost
effective IT solution.

Functionality and feature rich, it can include Premier IT’s job
planning module and either Premier IT’s multi-source feedback
tool or single sign on, seamless integration with the Edgecumbe
Doctor 360° patient and colleague feedback tool. GPReP is our
primary care focused version of the PReP system, configured for
organisations and individuals within the primary care landscape.

PReP is the safe, secure and reliable appraisal and revalidation
solution that comes with a future proof guarantee to always be
aligned with GMC and RST guidelines, Good Medical Practice and
the MAG form. We are fully committed to GMC Connect and the
MIPS project to ensure the passage of information between PReP
and third party systems.



“We have been using PReP for four years now and it has allowed us to manage medical
appraisals and revalidation with a high level of accuracy. I have confidence in knowing
that PReP continually helps us as an organisation to make changes to the way we use
the system in order to meet the NHS requirements for revalidation. We have tapered the
system to make it unique for our doctors.”
Revalidation Support Manager, North Bristol NHS Trust

About Premier IT

Premier IT: specialists in workforce planning, development and
performance software for the healthcare sector.

We provide market leading solutions to over 200 clients in the
healthcare sector spanning the primary, secondary and
independent healthcare landscape.

Our services cater for the needs of all healthcare professionals; 
from consultants, doctors and GPs to nurses, midwives,
and care support staff. 

We help our clients ensure they have a team with the
right skills, in the right place, at the right time and
achieve the right outcome for both their patients
and organisation.

w: premierit.com
e: hello@premierit.com
t: 0800 182 2355
t: twitter.com/premieritltd

The Benefits

SUPPORT

Telephone, email and ticketed support,
in-system knowledge hub and help text.
Face-to-face, online and video training

available for system administrators
and users.

ISO27001 accredited, GDPR compliant,
100% IG Toolkit compliant, high level

security with SSL data encryption, Tier 3,
UK datacentres and regular

penetration testing.

Systems intrinsically interlinked to share
information. Fully aligned with

GMC/RST/MIPS/NMC guidelines. Interface
with third party systems including GMC

Connect and the MAG form.

SECURITY INTEROPERABILITY

TECHNOLOGY

A single platform solution. Material design
framework for optimised user experience.

Product roadmap of system
improvements/new functionality, monthly

release cycle and webinars for clients.

Collaborative working with clients.
Frequent user groups to gain client
feedback on, and input into, product

developments, feature enhancements, road
map priorities and service optimisation.

Accessible across all devices anytime,
anywhere. Securely upload and reflect on
CPD and supporting information which
then seamlessly integrates with system

portfolio in real-time.

USER GROUPS MOBILE APP


